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About the STUC 
  

The STUC is Scotland’s trade union centre.  Its purpose is 
to co-ordinate, develop and articulate the views and policies 
of the trade union movement in Scotland, reflecting the 
aspirations of trade unionists as workers and citizens.            

 
The STUC represents over 540,000 working people and 
their families throughout Scotland. It speaks for trade union 
members in and out of work, in the community and in the 
workplace.  Our affiliated organisations have interests in all 
sectors of the economy and our representative structures 
are constructed to take account of the specific views of 
women members, young members, Black members, 
LGBT+ members, and members with a disability, as well as 
retired and unemployed workers. 
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The UK Government’s proposal to develop freeports across the UK, as an integral 
part of its post-Brexit trade and investment strategy, is ambitious, though 
fundamentally flawed. 
  
The Scottish Trades Union Congress (STUC) welcomes economic regeneration and 
investment that leads to new, secure, quality jobs and builds thriving inclusive 
communities. However, the freeport model proposed is unlikely to deliver this and 
therefore will fail in its mission to boost trade, jobs and investment. 
 
This STUC submission focusses on 13 key issues, with the relevant consultation 
questions highlighted in each section. The 13 issues are: 
 

1. Lack of evidence to show how freeports ‘boost jobs’ 
2. Lessons from offshoring in energy sector 
3. Long-term employment opportunities depend on housing, skills and transport 
4. Devolution and planning  
5. Equality impact assessments 
6. Exceptions not the rule 
7. Maintaining standards 
8. Responsibilities within freeports 
9. International trade and the global south 
10. E-commerce and data flows 
11. Climate change and decarbonisation 
12. Automation 
13. PFI is failed delivery model 
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1. Lack of evidence to show how freeports ‘boost jobs’ 
  

This section refers to questions 19, 29, 30, 31, 40, 41, 61, 62, 66. 
 
Two influential papers, The Freeports Opportunity by the Centre for Policy Studies in 
20161, and Supercharged Freeports by Mace Insights in 20182 argue the introduction 
of freeports in the UK could create between 86,000 and 150,000 jobs. These would 
be a welcome addition to the employment market at any time, but especially so at 
the current time with the potential loss of millions of jobs as a result of Covid-19. 
Unfortunately, the calculations are crude and unreliable.  
 
As Ilona Serwicka and Peter Holmes of the UK Trade Policy Observatory point out, 
the 150,000 estimate is based on a number of generous assumptions, from savings 
on import costs to optimistic increases in the number of imports, and using the high-
end parameters from Brexit modelling3. Of most concern is the assumed 150% boost 
as a result of attracting economic activity to the same freeport location – the 
agglomeration effect. This figure is based on the experience of foreign trade zones in 
the US and applied as if there would be an equal effect in freeports located 
anywhere in the UK. As Neil Lee from the London School of Economics states “The 
agglomeration literature in the US tends to find relatively large effects. In the UK, 
everything is closer together so agglomeration is less important”4  
 
Even the lesser figure of 86,000 jobs is problematic. This is based on analysis of the 
number of jobs created in US foreign trade zones and adjusted for the UK’s smaller 
labour market. What this figure does not explain is how many of these are existing 
jobs relocated into foreign trade zones and not newly created. US Congressional 
Research Service analysis cast the overall figure for jobs created in foreign trade 
zones into doubt for this very reason in 20135.  
 
The UK has its own experience of the challenges in creating new jobs rather than 
simply attracting existing jobs from other locations. Evidence from the UK’s original 
free zones, created in the 1980s, and more recent enterprise zones and areas from 
2012 onwards, finds “by focusing on capital-based incentives such as enhanced 
capital allowances for investment in plant and machinery, the enterprise zones of the 
1980s led to some substitution away from labour towards capital, thus dampening 

 
1 Sunak, R. (2016) The Free Ports Opportunity: How Brexit Could Boost Trade, Manufacturing and the 
North, Centre for Policy Studies, London. Available at: http://www.cps.org.uk/files/reports/ 
original/161114094336-TheFreePortsOpportunity.pdf 
2 Mace (2018) Mace Insights. Supercharged Free Ports. The Ultimate Boost for Britain’s Economy. 
Available at: http://www. infrastructure-intelligence.com/sites/default/files/article_uploads/ 
Insights%20-%20Supercharged%20Free%20Ports.pdf 
3 Serwika, I. and Holmes, P. (2019) What is the extra mileage in the reintroduction of ‘free zones’ in 
the UK? UK Trade Policy Observatory, Sussex. Available at https://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/uktpo/files/ 
2019/02/BP28print.pdf 
4 Smith, K. (2018) Supercharged Free Ports: Putting Mace’s Big Idea for the North in the Dock, 
Construction Research and Innovation, 9(3): 68-72 
5 Bolle, M.J. and Williams, B.R. (2013) U.S. Foreign-Trade Zones: Background and Issues for 
Congress, Congressional Research Service Report. Available at: https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/ 
R42686.pdf. 

https://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/uktpo/files/%202019/02/
https://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/uktpo/files/%202019/02/
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any employment effect”6. Larkin and Wilcox’s 2011 research conducted for the 
Department of the Environment found that up to 41% of the 58,000 jobs created in 
the enterprise zones of the 1980s were relocated from elsewhere in the UK7. They 
also found the use of the zones to create jobs to have been expensive with the 
public sector footing a bill of £17,000 per job in 1994/95 prices. 
 
The heavy cost to the public purse of creating any of the jobs has been identified in 
several other analysis. Ilona Serwicka and Peter Holmes of the UK Trade Policy 
Observatory report “a review by Gunther and Leathers (1987) drawing heavily on 
Tym (1985) came to even more pessimistic conclusions: The obvious lesson for US 
urban policymakers from the British enterprise zone experience is that the enterprise 
zones tend to have major effects in influencing location of enterprises and very minor 
effects in stimulating new economic activities. They estimated the cost per job to 
have been $250,000”8. 
 
The Public Accounts Committee conducted its own review into the UK Government’s 
regional development agenda, finding 4,649 jobs (as well as 2,965 construction jobs) 
have been created by Enterprise Zones in England. This is described as “particularly 
underwhelming” in light of initial Treasury projections of 54,000 and recommends 
that concerned departments, in this case BIS, DCLG and the Treasury should 
“scrutinise thoroughly any forecasts of jobs its schemes will create before presenting 
them to Parliament and the public” 9. 
 
In Scotland, Clydebank (Glasgow) was the testing ground for the first enterprise 
zone in Scotland in 1980.  Subsidies, in various forms, were provided to firms 
establishing themselves within the enterprise zone.  It was subsequently found that 
an extremely high percentage of firms had relocated into the enterprise zone from 
elsewhere in the west of Scotland, with little or no net increase in employment.  An 
investigation into enterprise zones by the House of Commons Public Accounts 
Committee Enterprise Zones 34th Report in 1986 found that the subsidies involved 
were not a defensible use of public money and that ‘displacement effects emerge as 
the main issue’.  The establishment of enterprise zones had the effect of de-
industrialising other areas with no overall benefit to Clydebank. 
 
Recommendations to boost jobs 
 

i. Any freeport proposals must include robust and credible targets for the 
additional jobs that will be created and sustained for a period of more 
than ten years. 

ii. Local administrations, including local authorities and combined mayoral 
authorities, must lead or co-lead the development of any freeport 
proposal in their area in order to maximise the benefit to the local area, 

 
6 Serwika, I. and Holmes, P. (2019) What is the extra mileage in the reintroduction of ‘free zones’ in 
the UK? UK Trade Policy Observatory, Sussex. Available at https://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/uktpo/files/ 
2019/02/BP28print.pdf 
7 PA Cambridge Economic Consultants (1995) Final Evaluation of Enterprise Zones, Department of 
the Environment, London. Available at: https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/ 
http://www.communities.gov.uk/archived/general-content/ citiesandregions/finalevaluation/. 
8 Ibid.  
9 Ward, M., (2020) House of Commons Library Briefing: Enterprise Zones No. 5942 

https://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/uktpo/files/%202019/02/
https://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/uktpo/files/%202019/02/
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strengthen local supply chains and ensure proposals are consistent 
with local priorities and knowledge. 

iii. All employers operating within freeports must meet Scotland’s Fair 
Work principles, and go further to: 

a. ensure no-one is employed on a zero hours contract or has a 
bogus self-employed status; 

b. all workers are protected by collective agreements; 
c. local workers are encouraged to apply for any new job 

opportunities created. 
 
2. Lessons from offshoring in energy sector 

 
A number of concerns have been raised by trade unions about migrant workers that 
are being exploited and paid less than the minimum wage on several offshore wind 
projects. For example, during early works on the SSE Seagreen project evidence 
has emerged that Fugro Marine, a Dutch multinational company contracted to 
undertake survey work, have been paying Filipino seafarers $3.40 per hour10. 
 
Unfortunately, due to a number of loopholes and a lack of enforcement, this is 
commonplace in the offshore wind sector as detailed in the following table.  
  

 
10 https://www.energyvoice.com/otherenergy/211782/contractor-in-hot-water-for-mistakenly-
underpaying-workers-at-giant-scottish-wind-project/ 

https://www.energyvoice.com/otherenergy/211782/contractor-in-hot-water-for-mistakenly-underpaying-workers-at-giant-scottish-wind-project/
https://www.energyvoice.com/otherenergy/211782/contractor-in-hot-water-for-mistakenly-underpaying-workers-at-giant-scottish-wind-project/
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Operator Vessel & Route Basic pay Flag of 
vessel 

Rating 
Nationality11 

AllSeas Pioneering Spirit, Brent 
Delta decommissioning 
project (completed May 

2017) 

£3.75 p.h. Malta Non-EEA 

Heerema Thialf, Murchison 
decommissioning 

project (completed July 
2017) 

$45 per day Panama Filipino 

Seacosco Seacosco Yangtze 
Great Yarmouth-UKCS 

(Offshore Wind) 

$2.34 p.h. 
(Able 

Seafarer) 

Marshall 
Islands 

Filipino 

Up Offshore Up Agate 
(Sunderland, laid up) 

$3.61 p.h. Panama Indian 

Manfill 
Limited 

Fairline Surveyor, 
Barrow-Irish Sea 
(Offshore wind) 

$4.95 p.h. 
(Cook) 

UK Filipino 

Manfill 
Limited 

Fairline Surveyor, 
Barrow-Irish Sea 
(Offshore wind) 

$5.96 p.h. 
(Oiler) 

UK Filipino 

Gulf Marine 
Services 

GMS Evolution 6104, 
Blyth-UKCS (offshore 

wind) 

$2.44 p.h. 
(Able 

Seafarer) 

Panama Filipino 

Horizon 
Geosciences 

Horizon Geobay, 
Invergordon-Inch Cape 

Wind Farm 

£4.20 p.h. 
(Able 

Seafarer) 

Panama Filipino 

Fugro Fugro Pioneer, 
Aberdeen-Seagreen, 

Wind Farm 

$3.40 p.h. 
(Able 

Seafarer) 

Bahamas Filipino 

Cable 
Enterprise 

V Ships, Southampton-
Channel (cable laying) 

$3.11 p.h. 
(Cook) 

UK Filipino 

Cable 
Enterprise 

V Ships, Southampton-
Channel (cable laying) 

$3.85 p.h. 
(Engine) 

UK Filipino 

Niem N-Sea Aberdeen-UKCS, 
Offshore Supply 

$3.47 p.h. 
(Steward) 

Bahamas Portuguese 

12 
As well as survey and maintenance work, the manufacturing of most of our low-
carbon and offshore wind sector has been offshored.13 EDF, the French state-owned 
electric utility company, is building its new £2 billion Neart na Gaoithe (NNG) 
offshore wind farm less than 15 km off the coast of Fife. EDF, which has recently 

 
11 Non-UK nationalities being paid below the UK National Living Wage of £8.21 per hour (25 years 
and over). 
12 RMT analysis based on ITF Inspections & individual contracts of employment 
13 
http://www.stuc.org.uk/files/Policy/Reasearch_Briefings/Broken%20promises%20and%20offshored%
20jobs%20report.pdf 
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partnered with Irish energy company EBS14, has subcontracted Italian multinational 
Saipem to deliver the manufacturing work for the 54-turbine project.  
 
The foundational steel structures, known as ‘jackets’, required for the windfarm are 
made locally in Bifab’s yards in Methil and Burntisland. Yet while the windfarm will be 
almost visible from the yards, EDF has intimated that only eight out of 54 jackets will 
be contracted locally. The rest are set to be built in a tax avoidance zone in 
Indonesia where the minimum wage is less than a pound an hour15. They will then 
be shipped across the world one and two at time, with each jacket releasing up to 
4,500 tonnes of CO216. This is the equivalent of putting 53 million cars on the road 
for a day17.  
A report by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development highlights the 
role local content requirements have been used around the world to stimulate the 
growth of renewable energy projects that also strengthen the local economies in 
which they are based18.   
 
The STUC recommends any UK freeport initiative learns lessons from the UK’s 
offshore windfarms: 

i. Loopholes must be closed to prevent the exploitation of migrant 
workers, guarantee all workers are protected by UK employment 
law and paid at least the minimum wage, and supports freedom of 
association. 

ii. Freeports must be used to support UK businesses, supply chains 
and jobs. 

 
3. Long-term employment opportunities depend on housing, skills and 

transport 
 

If freeports are to play a role in regeneration in particular sites across the UK, they 
would benefit from building on analysis, such as that from the Spatial Economics 
Research Centre (SERC) Policy Paper on ‘strategies for underperforming places’19, 
which identifies how barriers to people being able to take up new job opportunities, 
such as skills provision and housing, must be removed. 
 
With reference to questions 33 and 34: 
The modern apprenticeships scheme in Scotland has been particularly 
successful, with over 5,000 modern apprenticeships in training at present. This 
model is distinct from the English model and one the STUC recommends 
because of its three years or more of training, and better wages and terms and 

 
14  https://www.edfenergy.com/media-centre/news-releases/construction-neart-na-gaoithe-offshore-
wind-farm-project-go-aheadv 
15 https://bellacaledonia.org.uk/2019/07/01/bifab-and-the-neart-na-gaoithe-offshore-wind-farm/ 
16 Based on calculations from the International Council on Clean Transportation  
17 Calculation based on average annual miles driven and average emissions performance of a new 
car 
18 https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/ditcted2013d7_en.pdf 
19 Lawless, P., Overman, H.G. and Tyler, P. (2011) Strategies for Underperforming Places, SERC 
Policy Paper 6, London School of Economics, London. Available at: http://eprints.lse. 
ac.uk/59236/1/__lse.ac.uk_storage_LIBRARY_Secondary_libfile_shared_repository_Content_LSE%2
0Spatial%20Economic 

https://www.edfenergy.com/media-centre/news-releases/construction-neart-na-gaoithe-offshore-wind-farm-project-go-aheadv
https://www.edfenergy.com/media-centre/news-releases/construction-neart-na-gaoithe-offshore-wind-farm-project-go-aheadv
https://bellacaledonia.org.uk/2019/07/01/bifab-and-the-neart-na-gaoithe-offshore-wind-farm/
https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/ditcted2013d7_en.pdf
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conditions. Key to this is a strong registration body to oversee the delivery of 
the apprenticeship scheme.With reference to question 35 and 36: 
 
The freeports consultation is silent on how any new UK-wide policy on freeports will 
be integrated with the existing devolved housing programme in Scotland, or other 
devolved administrations. It is essential any freeport proposals complement 
existing devolved housing programmes, especially for social housing. 
 
Since the 1970s, 500,000 homes for social rent have been lost through Right to Buy 
schemes and planned demolitions and disposals of homes no longer fit for purpose. 
Social housing in Scotland currently accounts for about 23% of all homes, a 
significant reduction from over 50% of local authority housing in the 1970s20. 
Nonetheless, Scotland’s higher proportion of social housing is found to be the reason 
for Scotland’s lower levels of poverty than the rest of the UK21. 
 
The Scottish Government is in the midst of delivering 50,000 new affordable homes 
by 2021, 35,000 of which are for social rent22. Although this is a more ambitious 
programme, per head of population, than in England, it is estimated that at least 
10,000 more affordable homes need to be built in Scotland every year until 2026 to 
begin to meet demand23. Building tens of thousands of more homes for social rent is 
a priority for the STUC. 
 
As the recent Audit Scotland report into the national affordable housing programme 
found, housing should be built based on local authorities’ assessment of housing 
need and tenure balance in their local areas24. These local assessments (Housing 
Needs and Demands Assessments in Scotland) must inform and influence any 
freeport proposals in Scotland. 
 
The housing needs of particular groups of people still remain to be met and 
should be included in any freeport housing proposal, including: 

i. One-bedroomed homes for social rent to meet the needs of homeless 
households, as part of an increasing number of single person 
households25; 

ii. Three and four bedroom homes for social rent to meet the growing 
proportion of single parent households who are living in poverty. 

Meeting the needs of the 1 in 4 children living in poverty is a commitment in the 
Scottish Government’s Child Poverty Act 201726. 
 

 
20 Chartered Institute of Housing (2019) UK Housing Review 
21 Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2019) Poverty in Scotland Available at https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/ 
poverty-scotland-2019 
22 Audit Scotland (2020) Affordable housing Available at: https://www.audit-
scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200409_affordable_housing.pdf 
23 CIH (2020) Evidence submitted by CIH Scotland Available at: http://www.cih.org/resources/PDF/ 
Scotland%20Policy%20Pdfs/Housing%20Supply/Housing%202040%20FINAL.pdf 
24 Audit Scotland (2020) Affordable housing Available at: https://www.audit-
scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200409_affordable_housing.pdf 
25 Social Bite (2018) Scotland’s Transition to Rapid Rehousing Available at: https://social-
bite.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/RRTP-Analysis-and-Review-JUNE-2018-pubv1.pdf 
26 https://www.gov.scot/policies/poverty-and-social-justice/child-poverty/ 

https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200409_affordable_housing.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200409_affordable_housing.pdf
http://www.cih.org/resources/PDF/%20Scotland%20Policy%20Pdfs/Housing%20Supply/Housing%202040%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.cih.org/resources/PDF/%20Scotland%20Policy%20Pdfs/Housing%20Supply/Housing%202040%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200409_affordable_housing.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200409_affordable_housing.pdf
https://social-bite.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/RRTP-Analysis-and-Review-JUNE-2018-pubv1.pdf
https://social-bite.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/RRTP-Analysis-and-Review-JUNE-2018-pubv1.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/policies/poverty-and-social-justice/child-poverty/
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There is a strong economic case for investing in social housing. Evidence from the 
current housing programme shows each new home built in Scotland supports four 
jobs across the economy (over 80,000 jobs in total each year), and home building in 
Scotland contributes around £570 million to government finances each year. In 
addition, the cumulative impact of the 50,000 affordable homes will raise around £50 
million in additional council tax revenue and £150 million in rents each year once 
complete. The total of social housing investment in the construction sector over the 
same five-year period will equal around £11 billion. In total, there are 12,000 more 
jobs and a £1.4 billion net economic contribution as a result of the current 
programme27. 
Transport infrastructure to connect freeports with the rest of the UK is a crucial 
foundation for other planning decisions concerning regeneration, housing and skills.  
 
The STUC is concerned that a focus on investments in transport infrastructure to 
support freeports must not weaken other long-standing commitments in relation to 
transport infrastructure. There is still no plan for completing electrification of the 
railways, or the full HS2 route and related infrastructure improvements. Equally 
unions representing road hauliers have raised consistently over many years the lack 
of safe stopping points or appropriate rest facilities (including access to toilets) for 
HGV drivers working in the north of Scotland. It is difficult to understand how 
investment to support freeport transport can come ahead of basic health and safety 
or much needed infrastructure development in other elements of transport. 
 
Nevertheless, if freeports are to boost jobs and investment in the UK, they will 
require excellent transport connections. Consistent with the UK’s commitments 
on tackling climate change, the STUC argues for good electrified rail links to 
be a compulsory feature of every freeport and that those links should enable 
access to the rest of the UK’s rail network.   
 
4. Devolution and planning  

 
With reference to questions 24 to 28. 
 
As the consultation document acknowledges, successful freeport proposals will 
depend on the local planning system. However, the consultation only makes refence 
to the planning system in England, despite it being a UK-wide consultation with plans 
for freeports in all nations in the UK. 
 
The planning system in Scotland is in the midst of being updated. The Planning 
(Scotland) Act 2019 was passed in June 2019 and sets out the future structure of a 
new planning system. This is to be developed in several stages and will require 
secondary legislation to implement, in particular a new National Planning 
Framework, known as NPF4. Until Covid-19, NPF4 was to be laid in Parliament in 
September 2020. This is now likely to be delayed.  
 

 
27 CIH (2020) Evidence submitted by CIH Scotland Available at: http://www.cih.org/resources/PDF/ 
Scotland%20Policy%20Pdfs/Housing%20Supply/Housing%202040%20FINAL.pdf 
 

http://www.cih.org/resources/PDF/%20Scotland%20Policy%20Pdfs/Housing%20Supply/Housing%202040%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.cih.org/resources/PDF/%20Scotland%20Policy%20Pdfs/Housing%20Supply/Housing%202040%20FINAL.pdf
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NPF4 is to be given a strengthened status as a ‘development plan’ and set out 
priorities until 2050. It is also expected to include fuller regional coverage and 
improved alignment with wider programmes and strategies, including on 
infrastructure and economic investment. NPF4 will also take into account regional 
spatial strategies which will be prepared by local authorities. 

With NPF4 under development, it is unclear how planning consent, or changes to 
existing planning permissions, would be handled for freeports in Scotland. 

The STUC seeks further clarity from the UK Government on how the Scottish 
planning system will be able to process any freeport proposal until NPF4 is 
agreed by the Scottish Parliament and whether this puts Scotland at a 
structural disadvantage in being a site for a freeport.  

5. Equality impact assessments 
 

With reference to question 51: 
 

As explained in section 1 above, there is considerable evidence to suggest freeports 
displace economic activity. It is important to assess the effect of any freeport 
proposal against the requirements of the public sector equality duty (PSED). While 
equality impact assessments are no longer required by law, they remain an 
effective way to demonstrate compliance with the public sector equality duty. 
In particular, although the law does not require public authorities to carry out EIAs, 
the courts place significant weight on the existence of some form of documentary 
evidence of compliance with the PSED when determining judicial review cases28. 
 
6. Exceptions not the rule 

 
With reference to question 8:  
 
Much of the public discussion about establishing new freeports in the UK has 
focussed on creating up to ten freeport locations at sea ports in the UK. The 
possibility of a freeport being in an inland location raises a fundamental question 
about whether any location could be classified as a freeport, and therefore exempt 
from the standard customs duties, tax rules and other standards and regulations. 
Opening up freeports to inland locations, could lead to many more freeports being 
established – with lower taxes, duties, standards and regulations across them all. 
 
If freeports are to be locations with lowered taxes, duties, standards and 
regulations, the STUC is concerned to limit their numbers. If they are to be 
used at all, they should be the exception to the rule and used sparingly.  
  

 
28 House of Commons Library (2019) The Public Sector Equality Duty and Equality Impact 
Assessments Available at: https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06591/ 

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06591/
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7. Maintaining standards 

  
With reference to questions 1 and 28: 
  
The STUC welcomes the consultation’s commitment that “Any UK Freeport model 
will ensure that the UK’s high standards with respect to security, safety, workers’ 
rights, and the environment will not be compromised”29. However, this is not the 
experience of free zones around the world. 
 
The ILO finds a global pattern of weakened protection of workers’ rights, as well as 
exemptions or derogations from national labour laws. The rights that are most 
commonly removed are freedom of association and collective bargaining, protection 
from discrimination in hiring and unjustified dismissal30. 
 
Other poor labour practices commonly found in free zones include: 

i. Compulsory arbitration of labour disputes and restrictions on industrial action 
– for example, imposing longer mandatory conciliation periods before a strike 
may be deemed legal or reclassifying companies as “essential services” to 
prohibit industrial action altogether. 

ii. The same legislation protecting workers’ rights may apply inside free zones as 
in the rest of the country but instead the government suspends public labour 
inspection in the zones.  

 
Of particular concern, given the UK Government’s proposal for a perimeter fence 
around the freeport, is the evidence that fenced-in free zones make it very difficult to 
monitor and enforce national legislation on working conditions. Specifically, “in the 
case of fenced-in EPZs, their physical demarcation, coupled with security guards 
and entry permit requirements, are major obstacles for trade unions in their efforts to 
reach and organize EPZ workers”. 
 
The UK’s high health and safety standards, covering food and the environment, have 
been tied to the EU’s standards while the UK has been a member of the EU. With 
trade deals currently under negotiation between the UK and both the EU and the 
USA, these standards will be discussed, as part of non-trade barriers, in the 
negotiations.  
 
The USA’s position that current UK food and environmental standards are barriers to 
US food and agriculture imports is well documented31. As a result, the UK is 
expected to come under significant pressure to weaken these in order to secure a 
trade deal with the USA.  
 
The recent publication of the UK’s negotiating objectives for both possible UK trade 
deals suggest a weakening of the commitment to our existing high standards. For 

 
29 HM Government (2020) Freeports consultation: Boosting Trade, Jobs and Investment Across the 
UK   
30 ILO (2017) Promoting decent work and protecting fundamental principles and rights at  work in 
export processing zones ILO: Geneva 
31 https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesellsmoor/2019/03/06/trump-asks-uk-to-drop-food-and-
environment-standards-to-secure-post-brexit-trade-deal/#46687feb1926 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesellsmoor/2019/03/06/trump-asks-uk-to-drop-food-and-environment-standards-to-secure-post-brexit-trade-deal/#46687feb1926
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesellsmoor/2019/03/06/trump-asks-uk-to-drop-food-and-environment-standards-to-secure-post-brexit-trade-deal/#46687feb1926
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example, on sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures, the UK desires a “risk-
based approach”, “in line with scientific evidence”, which could signal a move 
towards weaker US-style regulation rather than EU’s precaution-based regulation32. 
Furthermore, the UK refuses to agree to binding minimum environmental standards 
by agreeing a Level Playing Field with the EU. While the UK states environmental 
standards should not be weakened “in order to encourage trade or investment”, this 
is difficult to prove, and is consequently a much weaker commitment than those 
demanded by the EU in the Level Playing Field provisions. In addition, the UK 
asserts the right to modify domestic environmental laws as it sees fit and demands 
this is non-binding and therefore not subject to hard dispute settlement33. 
 
Freeports must not be used to circumvent the UK’s existing high standards on 
labour, health and safety, food and the environment. The STUC wants these 
standards to remain the same as in the rest of the EU, both within any 
freeports and across the whole of the UK. 
 
With reference to question 59. 
Further, the STUC encourages the UK Government to use the freeport model 
as an opportunity to implement higher labour standards, such as those set out 
in the Scottish Government’s Fair Work Framework. These standards should 
be set as criteria for employment inside all UK freeports. 
 
With reference to questions 10 and 12. 
 
15 Scottish goods have protected food names, being registered as intellectual 
property with the EU under its Geographical Indicators scheme. These include 
Scotch Whisky, Scotch Beef, Traditional Ayrshire Cheese, Scottish Farmed Salmon, 
Orkney Scottish Island Cheddar and Stornoway Black Pudding. It is important to 
the Scottish economy that these geographical indicators are fully recognised 
and protected from competition within freeports. 
 
8. Responsibilities within freeports 
 
With reference to questions 6, 20, 21, 47, 48 and 49. 
 
There is strong recent evidence from the European Parliamentary Research Service 
to suggest freeports are regularly used to store high value items and through this 
process launder money, avoid and evade tax34. 
 
The STUC supports strong regulation to ensure freeports in the UK do not hide 
illegal activity, including tax avoidance and evasion. Measures must include: 

i. Declaring the ultimate beneficial owner of all goods transiting 
through freeports. 

ii. A public register of every company and individual using freeports, 
including to store goods. 

 
32 https://www.tjm.org.uk/documents/briefings/A-comparison-of-the-UK%E2%80%99s-objectives-for-
deals-with-the-US-and-EU.pdf 
33 Ibid. 
34 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/155721/EPRS_STUD_627114_Money%20laundering-
FINAL.pdf 

https://www.tjm.org.uk/documents/briefings/A-comparison-of-the-UK%E2%80%99s-objectives-for-deals-with-the-US-and-EU.pdf
https://www.tjm.org.uk/documents/briefings/A-comparison-of-the-UK%E2%80%99s-objectives-for-deals-with-the-US-and-EU.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/155721/EPRS_STUD_627114_Money%20laundering-FINAL.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/155721/EPRS_STUD_627114_Money%20laundering-FINAL.pdf
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iii. Full compliance with the EU’s Anti-Money Laundering Directive 5 
iv. Participation in the OECD's automatic exchange of bank account 

information 
 
9. International trade and the global south 

 
With reference to questions 13, 14 and 17. 
 
The UK has established strong principles, at both an EU and WTO level, of 
supporting trade with the global south in order to strengthen those economies, 
consistent with the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. It is important trade 
remedies and countermeasures are consistent with this approach. 
 
The UK accounts for around 2% of exports of goods from developing countries and 
4% of exports from least developed countries (LDCs). Existing EU preferences save 
LDC exporters into the UK €385 million per year, non-LDC African Caribbean and 
Pacific exporters €205 million and Commonwealth exporters €715 million. For most 
developing countries, the changes in UK trade arrangements as a result of Brexit will 
have an impact, but a much bigger effect is likely to be the fall in value of the pound, 
which would reduce the value of trade, investment, aid flows and remittances from 
the UK35. 

There are a small group of developing countries for which the UK represents a 
significant share of exports, for example Belize: 25% of exports; Mauritius: 20%; Fiji: 
15%; Gambia: 14%; Sri Lanka: 11%; Bangladesh: 10%; and St Lucia:9%36. The UK 
must take particular care to ensure that future changes to trading arrangements do 
not harm these countries’ economies and as a result increase poverty and inequality. 

The following issues have been prioritised by developing countries in recent trade 
negotiations: ending trade-distorting agricultural subsidies, improving market access, 
creating a special safeguard mechanism to guard against dumping, agreeing a 
specific agreement on cotton, implementing WTO waivers on intellectual property 
provisions and public stockholding for food security to allow developing countries to 
protect against volatile food prices. 

Depending on the design of UK freeports, the goods that enter or are processed 
within freeports may bear no relevance to the priorities of developing countries or the 
group of developing countries, identified above, most dependent on trade with the 
UK. However, to ensure the UK’s freeports do not harm UK trade with the 
global south and fully uphold the commitments of the Sustainable 
Development Goals, the STUC recommends an impact assessment is 
undertaken to assess what the effect might be on different goods and 
countries. This impact assessment could be modelled on previous impact 
assessments for trade agreements, such as the Comprehensive Economic and 
Trade Agreement (CETA) or a UK-US trade deal. 

Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) 

There has been a huge growth in the number of Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs), 
which now total over 2000, and trade agreements with investment protection 

 
35 https://www.tjm.org.uk/trade-issues/international-development 
36 Ibid. 

https://www.tjm.org.uk/trade-issues/international-development
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chapters. The UK is a major player with more than 100 BITs - the fourth highest 
number globally. It is also a hub for law firms which act in the cases and a growing 
industry of third-party funders which help claimants to cover the cost of the cases. 

The STUC has serious concerns about the use of BITs and the mechanism used to 
enforce them, Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS).  

i. The basic premise of ISDS is that governments, and therefore 
taxpayers, should mitigate the business risk of multinational companies 

ii. Despite initial claims, a number of studies have found BITs have failed 
to deliver investment and are poorly designed to do so. 

iii. BITs have prevented governments from adopting policy measures 
necessary for economic diversification and industrialisation. 

iv. BITs offer foreign investors an additional layer of protection – on top of 
their commercial contracts – in respect of government action and policy 
that could affect their operations and profitability. These are exclusive 
rights, unparalleled in international public law, and not available to any 
other actor. They also impose no enforceable responsibilities on 
investors regarding their conduct in host countries, whether in terms of 
the economic contribution of their activities, or in terms of their human 
rights and environmental obligations. 

v. Signing BITs exposes countries to the threat of expensive legal 
disputes. Average costs for defending a case are US$8 million and 
large awards are not uncommon. The largest known award was for 
US$50 billion, against Russia, followed by a US$1.77 billion ruling 
against Ecuador. 

vi. The fear of facing a case can deter governments from taking legitimate 
public policy decisions37.  
 

Activities in UK freeports must not be protected by bilateral investment 
treaties and investor state dispute settlement. Instead the UK should consider 
alternative mechanisms such as: 

• Directing investors to other protections available to them. 
• Establishing a dispute prevention policy. 
• Replacing ISDS with state-to-state dispute settlement. 

Furthermore, the UK should ensure any investment agreements are compatible with 
the UK’s commitments under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights and other international human rights and environmental protection 
instruments, including: 

• Binding obligations on investors to undertake due diligence. 
• Binding obligations on investors to adhere to the international human 

rights and environmental instruments to which the UK is a signatory. 
• Binding obligations on investors to comply with the national laws of the 

host country. 

 
37 https://www.tjm.org.uk/trade-deals/bilateral-investment-treaties 

https://www.tjm.org.uk/trade-deals/bilateral-investment-treaties
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• Legal liability of companies, in home states, for human rights violations, 
environmental destruction and corrupt practices. 

• Legally binding mechanisms of redress for communities which have 
been negatively impacted by the activities of investors. 

10. E-commerce and data flows 
 
With reference to questions 42 and 43. 
 
The value of data flows has overtaken the value of global trade in physical goods38. 
Data is the raw material of the digital economy and control over this resource is 
highly lucrative. The STUC is concerned about e-commerce provisions in freeports. 
 
The STUC wants to ensure any proposed rules concerning e-commerce in 
freeports:  

i. do not allow data to be freely exported overseas;  
ii. fully protect UK privacy provisions; 

iii. do not place ‘necessity’ limits on digital trade regulations to 
enable the UK government to be free to regulate the digital 
economy; 

iv. allow source code disclosure and prevent algorithm patenting to 
identify and prevent tax evasion and avoidance. 

 
11. Climate change and decarbonisation 

 
With reference to questions 44, 45 and 46. 
 
Ports could have a key role in building new energy infrastructure such as offshore 
wind and sub-sea cables. But ports and yards, like Bifab’s in Fife, need investment to 
improve and develop them to a high enough standard. This could provide vital 
domestic production to balance the UK’s current energy mix, with most of our 
offshore wind currently owned by foreign governments and companies. Increasing 
domestic production could bring vital jobs to communities.39  
 
Developing clean energy infrastructure will require considerable investment in the 
next 15 years, both for specific major investments and infrastructure upgrades. The 
UK Government estimates 95 GW of new capacity is required at a cost of £110 
billion, while others suggest the cost may be more like £150 billion40. It is unlikely this 
investment will come from the private sector, with private sector investment in clean 
energy collapsing since 201541. 
 

 
38 http://www.oecd.org/forum/oecdyearbook/ascendancy-digital-trade-new-world-order.htm 
39 STUC (2019) ‘Broken Promises and Offshored Jobs’ 
http://www.stuc.org.uk/files/Policy/Reasearch_Briefings/Broken%20promises%20and%20offshored%
20jobs%20report.pdf 
40 Mika-Minio Paluello (May 2018) Presentation to Workshop on Publicly Owned Energy Companies, 
Edinburgh https://heatandthecity.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Mika-Minio-Paluello-
Publicownership-of-large-energy-infrastructure.pdf 
41 Ibid.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-economic-value-of-data-discussion-paper
http://www.oecd.org/forum/oecdyearbook/ascendancy-digital-trade-new-world-order.htm
http://www.stuc.org.uk/files/Policy/Reasearch_Briefings/Broken%20promises%20and%20offshored%20jobs%20report.pdf
http://www.stuc.org.uk/files/Policy/Reasearch_Briefings/Broken%20promises%20and%20offshored%20jobs%20report.pdf
https://heatandthecity.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Mika-Minio-Paluello-Publicownership-of-large-energy-infrastructure.pdf
https://heatandthecity.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Mika-Minio-Paluello-Publicownership-of-large-energy-infrastructure.pdf
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In a capital-intensive industry such as energy, public companies being able to borrow 
the necessary capital more cost effectively than the private sector may give them a 
competitive advantage. This may explain why the majority of the UK’s offshore wind 
sector is owned by the public sector, albeit foreign governments.  
 
Rather than pursuing port development on a freeport model. the STUC would 
urge Government to establish a publicly-owned energy company as a 
generation company that is able to borrow to invest in new renewable energy 
projects, at one or more UK ports. This could be undertaken with private sector 
partners if needed.  
 
Government should also reform the existing Contracts for Difference subsidy 
mechanism for supporting low-carbon electricity generation. Contracts are currently 
awarded based on price. There is evidence the existing model pushes risk down the 
supply chain, leading to multiple levels of sub-contracting and outsourced precarious 
workers. Reforming Contracts for Difference to place value on procuring through 
local supply chains and creating additional jobs, could support a sustainable 
regeneration strategy, and benefit UK ports, as argued in section 1 above.  
 
At present, Contracts for Difference is funded by a levy on household energy bills. 
This places a disproportionate cost on low-income households and should be 
reformed by being funded through general taxation.  
 
Lastly, the UK Government’s recent court defeat over the expansion of Heathrow 
demonstrates how infrastructure development, including freeports, must be 
undertaken in line with UK commitments to the UN Paris Agreement.  
 
12. Automation 

 
With reference to questions 38, 39 and 40. 
 
innovative customs and transport technologies to be trialled in controlled 
environments 
 
Increasing attention is being given to the role of automation in developing new and 
innovative ways of working. There have been suggestions that freeports could be an 
experimental location for introducing automation42. The freeports consultation 
document suggests “innovative customs and transport technologies to be trialled in 
controlled environments”. Automating new areas of our lives is complex, posing 
serious issues beyond the operational, and into questions of legal responsibility, 
culpability and preserving life. Together, the Law Commission of England and Wales 
and the Scottish Law Commission have been consulting on the necessary legal 
foundation for the introduction of automated vehicles.  
 
The STUC has serious concerns about introducing automation without engaging with 
professional drivers, including those represented by the STUC driving trains, buses, 
taxis, emergency vehicles, HGVs and delivery drivers. 

 
42 https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/civils/sectors-civils/how-the-uk-is-preparing-for-a-free-ports-
boom-09-04-2020/ 

https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/civils/sectors-civils/how-the-uk-is-preparing-for-a-free-ports-boom-09-04-2020/
https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/civils/sectors-civils/how-the-uk-is-preparing-for-a-free-ports-boom-09-04-2020/
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If freeports are to be experimental locations to test automation, the following 
concerns should be addressed: 

i. Passenger and worker safety is the foremost concern of all 
professional drivers and it is highly unlikely that autonomous vehicles 
programmed for efficiency would be able to uphold this standard. There 
is no available evidence to suggest that vehicle automation software is 
as responsive and skilled as human drivers (either on road or rail) and 
the safety record of such vehicles has simply not been established. 

ii. Autonomous vehicles could be vulnerable to both hacking (from 
localised, one-off sources as well as hostile actors, such as foreign 
governments) and bricking, which occurs when the organisation 
updating the vehicle’s software either ends compatibility with the 
hardware or is wound up, leaving the vehicle hardware without updates 
(and, in the case of autonomous vehicles, without any entity to take 
responsibility for something going wrong). The STUC would like 
specific legislation to protect vehicle owners and passengers in these 
situations.   

iii. Consideration also needs to be given around safety critical issues and 
the types of vehicles that can become autonomous and the types of 
materials that can and cannot be transported in autonomous vehicles. 
It must be recognised that the weaponization of vehicles (albeit with a 
human driver) has played a large role in recent terrorist attacks in the 
UK. With this issue in mind it might never be possible or appropriate to 
fully automate all vehicles on the road, which may impact the long-term 
approach and the legislative underpinning of autonomous vehicles.    

iv. The Zenzic roadmap for the development of autonomous vehicles talks 
of the need to remove roadside infrastructure and the replacement of 
things like road signs in favour of digital infrastructure. In a mixed road 
system, where human and autonomous vehicles interact, such an 
ambition may not be appropriate. 

v. It should be a requirement of any licencing system to prove that it will 
not unfairly disadvantage pedestrians, cyclists and other road users.  

 
13. PFI is a failed delivery model 

 
With reference to question 64.  
 
The best known, and most widely used, model for privately financed and revenue-
funded projects is the Private Finance Initiative (PFI), introduced by the UK 
Government in 1990. In 2005, the Scottish Government replaced PFI with the 
NonProfit Distributing Model (NPD). In addition, the Scottish Government set up five 
hub companies between 2010 and 2012 to deliver community infrastructure projects 
using either traditional capital budgets or private finance contracts to pay for the 
assets procured through the hubs. In May 2019, the Scottish Government 
announced that the Mutual Investment Model (MIM) would replace NPD and that it 
will no longer deliver new privately financed projects through the hub companies.A 
recent report but Audit Scotland revealed how expensive the PFI and subsequent 
NPD model has been for the taxpayer: 
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Since their introduction, NPD and hub contracts have supported £3.3 
billion of additional investment in public assets. A further £5.7 billion of 
investment is still being paid for under earlier PFI schemes. This 
investment has come at a significant cost. Annual payments totalling 
£13.1 billion have already been made under these three types of 
contracts. This covers the cost of building, financing and maintaining the 
assets, as well as providing some services. Between 2019/20 and 
2047/48, a further £27.0 billion is due to be paid43. 

 
While the STUC understands these models have allowed construction costs not to 
be charged up-front against the government’s capital budget, or met from capital 
borrowing, these costs are, nonetheless, unacceptably high. PFI and NPD models 
have placed a significant financial burden on tax payers for decades into the future, 
diverting funding that could be spent on essential public services. Furthermore, these 
models shift the financial risk of the investment wholly onto the public sector, while 
the private sector has a guaranteed income.   
 
The Scottish Futures Trust calculated in April 2019 that the lifetime costs 
(construction cost, ongoing maintenance, plus repayment of borrowing) of NPD and 
hub private finance projects signed under the pipeline approach were on average 
about 2.9 times the construction cost of the assets. This compares with lifetime costs 
of 1.5 times the construction cost when using capital grants and between 1.9 and 2.6 
times the construction cost when using public sector borrowing44. 
 
As a result of the high cost and high-risk experience of PFI and NPD models, the 
Scottish Government is introducing a new funding model to support the next phase 
of school investment, providing additionality without using private finance. Councils 
will fully fund construction from their capital budgets, through borrowing or other 
means. The Scottish Government will make annual payments if specific outcomes 
are met, including buildings being maintained to specific standards. The Scottish 
Government expects this to be less expensive for the Scottish public sector than 
using privately financed contracts. 
 
Scotland’s Infrastructure Commission is also considering how the Scottish 
Government could establish a National Infrastructure Company to deliver many of 
the initiatives to be identified through the work of the Infrastructure Commission. 
Commonweal has developed a possible model for the National Infrastructure 
Company45. 
 
  

 
43 https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200128_npd_hubs.pdf 
44 Ibid. 

45 Commonweal (2017) ‘Building Scotland’s future now: A new approach to financing public 
investment’ Available at https://commonweal.scot/policy-library/building-scotlands-future-now-new-
approach-financing-public-investment 

https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200128_npd_hubs.pdf
https://commonweal.scot/policy-library/building-scotlands-future-now-new-approach-financing-public-investment
https://commonweal.scot/policy-library/building-scotlands-future-now-new-approach-financing-public-investment
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Based on the evidence above, the STUC does not recommend investment in 
freeport infrastructure is secured through a private finance model due to the 
high cost and high risk to the public sector. The UK Government is urged to 
identify a public funding model that: 

i. can benefit from the public sector’s ability to borrow at lower 
rates than the private sector. 

ii. ensures public accountability through its governance structures.  


